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INTRODUCTION 
Maranatha CRC continues on its journey through Epiphany which ends with the beginning of 
Lent on February 26.  We remember that Epiphany is a sudden understanding or revelation 
particularly of God.  Epiphany with 2020 vision helps us see God more clearly and see ourselves 
in light of God more clearly. 

 
The series of sermons began with Is Jesus the One and moved through a series of questions 
relating to us and God – am I good enough and do I need to change.  Last week looked at the 
power and the authority of God – for us and in us.  

 
DESIRE 
 SUFFERING - CULTURE 

The text today continues that same question - what is the power and the authority – 
today in the midst of a broken world.  A world filled with anxiety and anger, filled with 
frustration and fear and filled with struggle and sadness.  A world where hope is 
replaced by hate, where love is replaced by longing and where Christ is replaced by 
consumerism. 

 
 SUFFERING - TEXT 

The woman in the text today is a sign of the times - then and now.  She was a woman 
described as in great suffering due to a bleeding problem.  We’re not given specifics on 
the problem but we are given specifics on the process.  This lingering problem had been 
going on for 12 years, this lingering problem had involved many doctors, this lingering 
problem had involved much money and this lingering problem was getting worse not 
better.  At this point of the journey – the woman was constantly in great suffering. 
 
The woman endured a physical suffering to be sure – the Greek phrase when she’s 
healed – later – indicates that the fountain of blood stopped.  She is suffering from a 
hemorrhage that is no small scratch.  She’s also enduring a social suffering.  Because 
bleeding would make a person unclean and she would need to avoid other people while 
being unclean.  However, ultimately the woman is experiencing a spiritual suffering.  
Excluded from society and its functions resulted that she was not able to attend the 
temple / spiritual functions.  Spiritual suffering means one is distant – from God, from 
society and from one’s own sanity. 

 
How long did this woman hope for help?  Only to see it disappear – time and time and 
time again.  Twelve years of enduring unimaginable suffering spending all your money 
while the disease is only getting worse and worse.  Then to hear of this Jesus - His power 
and His authority.  Maybe – just maybe – this journey might end.  If only  
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SUFFERING - QUESTIONS 
In this world of such scientific and technological growth it seems impossible to imagine 
that situation today yet there remains many in this world who struggle in the unknowns 
of medical understanding.  Many who struggle in the unknowns of social desert and 
many who struggle in the unknowns of a spiritual wasteland.  People for whom hope 
has all but left the building 

 
Yet – there remains a possibility of hope – help – healing.  In this Jesus but how 
desperate does one have to come to in order to come to that place of hope.  To turn our 
eyes to Jesus and Jesus first. To seek this Jesus for the possibility of Him healing us 
physically, socially, psychologically and / or spiritually. 

 
We ask ourselves - is it possible – for Jesus to help me?  Is Jesus available – for me 

 
DETERMINED 

 
STRIVING 
 INTENTIONAL 

The woman in the text today was determined to get to Jesus but given her condition this 
would take some effort and work.  Her status as a woman – her status as an ill woman – 
her status as an unclean woman would certainly NOT give her front row seats 

 
Her plans were also complicated because the day Jesus was coming near her was a very 
busy day with crowds surrounding Him. This is good for the woman and all the 
commotion will distract others from her approach.  This is also bad for the woman as 
she will have to work hard to get close to Jesus despite her pain and her status.  

 
 INTIMATE 

Somehow – someway – the text doesn’t say - she gets there.  She approaches from the 
rear within the crowd and she reaches out and touches his cloak believing that IF she 
just touches the cloak she will be healed.  Now we don’t know why she thought his cloak 
was special.  Perhaps it was a superstition that touching something of a famous person 
would transfer their specialness to others.  Perhaps there was an element of touching 
and leaving would help her in the anonymity of the situation.  Perhaps there was an 
element of being close enough to Jesus would be enough – it didn’t need to be direct 
contact etc. 

 
Last week we looked at the centurion’s faith – a faith that rested on Jesus’ authority and 
power and a faith that didn’t need Jesus’ physicality to heal.  This week we look at the 
bleeding woman’s faith – a faith that rested on Jesus’ authority and power and a faith 
that needed Jesus’ physicality to heal 

 
BUT perhaps there was something intimate about the moment that needed a physical 
contact for the woman to believe – to know – that what she believed would / could 
happen. 
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IMMEDIATE 
And it did !!!   Immediately the bleeding stopped, and the suffering was gone as well.  
The writing of the gospel of Mark is filled with action.  It’s tense and it’s terse.  
Immediately the bleeding stopped in the woman and at once Jesus stopped in his tracks.  
 
Jesus immediately realized that this touch was different than the others from the crowd 
of people pushing and jostling around Him.  There was healing involved and there was 
faith involved. 

 
Upon Jesus’ words and actions, the disciples are quickly incredulous.  Are you kidding – 
are you out of your mind?  There’s a crowd and there’s chaos everywhere with people 
shoving and shouting.  But Jesus is undeterred - as intentional as the woman was so too 
is Jesus.  As intimate in her touch as the woman was - Jesus likewise will be intimate 
with his words 

 
QUESTIONS 

It’s one thing to need Jesus but it’s another to believe that Jesus would respond.  We 
can be intentional about serving or worshipping Jesus.  We can be intimate in our 
devotions or our prayers Jesus. BUT do we really really believe that Jesus would answer 

 
Our seeking 2020 vision – of who God really is, of who God really is calling us to be and 
of what God really is calling us to do – is that really possible? 

 
Is it really possible that someone who doesn’t know Jesus – could instantly - without a 
series of classes or courses, without a progression of interactions – just believe.   Is it 
possible that someone who needs the power and wisdom to life more fully – could?  Is it 
really really possible that someone who needs a physical healing could – immediately – 
be healed? 

 
OR has the church / Christianity made Jesus less available – less accessible through it’s 
rules – it’s regulations – it’s religion.  That access to Jesus must be earned – must be 
granted. 

      
DELIGHTED 

GRACE 
Because this is one of the core parts of Mark’s gospel story and it answers the question 
before us today and helps us to see God more clearly.  The question AND the answer is - 
God’s grace.  Access to Jesus – to the Father – to the Spirit is not earned by our standing, 
is not earned by our education but is earned only by God’s grace to us 

 
Certainly there were others in that crowd who needed ‘a touch’, certainly there were 
others in that crowd who were sick. But it was a woman – an unclean woman, a sick 
woman, a poor woman that received God’s power that day.  It wasn’t because of her 
desire or her determination that she was healed but entirely by God’s generous love 
and power. 
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FAITH - IN JESUS 

The woman’s faith is commended not because she believed in a cloak but because she 
believed in a Christ!  Her faith that the person and work of Jesus COULD be sufficient in 
that what doctors and money couldn’t do - Christ could and did.  Her faith that the 
person and work of Jesus WOULD be sufficient – through a simple touch 

 
 FAITH - FROM JESUS 

Then Jesus bestows a blessing upon the woman.  Then Jesus gives the woman the 
greatest delight.  He calls her – Daughter.  A term of affection for a woman He’s never 
met but is still a child of the living God.  A child whose faith has lead her to Him and a 
child whose faith has been blessed by Him. 

 
Jesus calls her healed and the Greek word used here for healed is sozo.  This clearly has 
physical implications for surely her bleeding has been healed.  But sozo also has spiritual 
implications – a rescue, a redemption, a restoration – to God, to society and to hereself. 

 
Then Jesus dismisses the woman with the phrase – Go In Peace.  Dismissing her not out 
of hand but out of love.  The Greek uses the word eriene primarily is understood as 
harmony and tranquility.  An end of conflict and a start of peace.  Which makes great 
sense after 12 years of physical, financial, social and spiritual ruin.  But it also holds the 
Hebrew understanding of Shalom.  A wholeness in health and well being, a state of mind 
that is righteous and just and a being that is complete and whole. 

 
 

 APPLICATION / CONCLUSION 
 
QUESTIONS 

Healings are such great stories for Christian communities.  Physical healings – while rare – are 
extremely powerful and spiritual healings – from lost to found – are as well.  But so too are the 
other stories of God’s power and healing - large stories and small.  Stories of victories of God’s 
grace in a world filled with greed, stories of victories of God’s peace in a world filled with worry 
and fear and victories of God’s healing in a world filled with brokenness and failure 

 
The delight in the story follows desire and determination but ultimately succeeds in delight.  A 
delight found in grace – a delight found in faith.  A faith that leads to healing and peace.  A faith 
that leads to being part of the family of God – in this world and in the one to come 

  
Amen and Amen 


